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omniscience is one of the fascinating ideals prevalent in
every culture. It is often understood to mean the sum total of
all instances of knowledge. Therefore a person seems to get
closer to this ideal'the more facts he or she has learned. It is,
however, evident from experience in practical life that even if
one studies hard for a long time, one may know as a result a
great deal, but one never knows everything. Knowledge acquired
ihrough perception, analysis, and memorization does not cover
a givJn JuUlect in all its depth and certainly does not cover all
suEiects. Stiould the ideal of omnisciencetherefore be reduced
to wishful thinking? Would a rational person still consider its
possibility?What is Somdnanda'sstatementon omniscience?
I Sominanda's Position
1.1 Thesis
Somdnanda (ca. 875-925 A.D.), the founder of the
Pratyabhijfri branch of non-dualistic Saivism in Kashmir, takes
the most provoking view that each and every entity is endorved
with knowledge of each and every thing. In his Sivadygli(SD)'
he declares his standpoint as follows:

vdqenv*n:
"All indeed are omniscient" (SD V.101c).
Somdnanda emphasizes that knowledge pertains to all
,.without remainder' (F&fdqqfrqgSO
V.gga). This expression
can be interpreted in two ways: on the one hand, it may point
to the objects of knowledge and refer to "the knowledge of all
knowables"; on the other hand, it may describe the knowing
subjects and thus denote "all beings without exception".
Somdnandarelates it to both, holding that the knowledgeof all
knowablesbelongs to everybodY.
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1.2 Explanation
According to Sominanda,knowledgeis naturaily availableto
all. In order to give evidence of this he offers the following
examples: "the new-born baby who sucks milk without being
taught at that time; the embryo who takes food inside its
mother's womb; the animals who _cross through deep water
though untaught" 1So v.slb-100d).2 These exariples, however,
neither assert knowledge of all objects nor of all subjects. They
merely illustrate particular instances of knowledge of living
beings who have not been instructed. usuaily these innate
impulsesare termed instincts.Though instinctiveknowledgemay
rightly be understood as natural knowledge, it is limited in
character and available only to specific subjects. It is therefore
unsuited as evidencefor omniscience.
Somdnandaholds that the power of knowredgeis natural not
only to all living beings as the knowing subjects,but also that
it is present in the material things which are commonly referred
to as the objects of knowledge,€.g., a jar.In the course of an
extensive epistemologicaldiscussionhe pronounces: ..Therefore
the jar exists knowing its nature. (SD V.34cd).3
He further arguesthat no incident of knowledgeis possible
if the power of knowledge is not present in the obiect of
knowledge itself. According to him, knowredgeof oneself is a
precondition to being known by others. He says: "If these
[things] were not known to themselves,they *ooid not indeed
be perceivedwith the eye" 1Sn V.+Oca;.4
Sominanda is well known for the fact that he not only puts
forward certain doctrines, as some teachers have done before
him, but that he enters into an argumentativeconfrontation
with other schoolsof his time and tries to rationally prove his
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positions.shis detailed refitation of numerous competing epistemologies-too long to be presented here-one of Somiinanda's
main arguments is that if one assumedan essentialseparateness
between the various links in the chain of the epistemological
process, i.e., subject, mind, sense organ and object, the
connection and hence the transmissionand the rise of knowledge
was impossible.6According to him, it dependson the basicunity
of all things. Thus subject, object, and the act of knowledge are
alwaysconnectedby their essentialonenessdespite their apparent
differences.' Consequently Somdnandaputs forward the occurrence of knowledge as evidence of the essential unity and
samenessof all manifestations.
Though Sominanda holds that knowledge is naturally
available to all -living bjings -and rests immanently gu?n in _rt
material things, he does[hide from the fact that knowledge is 'ro
not always accessible.Usually a person has a command of
only limited knowledge of a few things, while some obiects
remain unknown altogether. In conformity with the doctrine of
the unconditional independence of the Supreme Lord,
Sominanda says that, depending"onthe will of Siva, an obiect
mav remain hidden or unknown."
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the subject, mind and object is assumed]" SD IV.102ab. (It is to be
noted that in the edition of KSTS this verse is counted as No. 101 due
to double application of No. 70, a practice which is not followed here).
7 . . H e s a y s@
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"[The stimulation of the mind] is possible on account of the unity of
the twofold nature of that which is to be stimulated, the stimulation,
and its agent" (SD IV.118cd). (For the verse number see previous
note.)
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"As the manifested [world] is in conformity with the condition (/nature)
of Siva, the will of the jai is accordingly, too" (SD V.36cd). The idea
is that in conformity with the Supreme Will the jar sometimeswants to
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With respect to the subjects,who experienceknowledge only
in limited form, there are methods for them to shake off the
fetters of limitation and experience the higher states of
consciousness,i.e., the divine power in its unrestricted form.
Somdnanda mentions various means by which the omniscience
may become evident, foremost the mental imagination
(manaltsarytkalpand).'In contrast to the Buddhist position, here
thought is described as real and effective in producing certain
results. Therefore the practise of mentally imagining the identity
with Siva can be conducive to the realization of tfe full power
of the supreme state.lo
2 The Doctrinal Basis
Through the analysisof Somdnanda'sposition certain tenets
may be distinguished,which are all based on the particular nondualistic Saivacosmology.
2.1 Omnipresenceis the Basis of Omniscience
According to the cosmology provided by the tantric
authorities and explained by the moniitic branch of Saivism,Siva
is the sole reality. He is one with His divine power (flakti), as
fire is undivided from heat. As He emanatesthe world through
contraction of His power into many limited forms, He remains
the immanent reality in all His manifestations.This means that
He is omnipresent. Knowledge being one of the aspectsof His
divine power, it follows that wherever His divine power is, there
is also knowledge. Thus the knowledge of all manifestation is
joined with the divine omnipresence.t'
be known, but at other times does not.
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"All indeed are omniscient on account of the imagination of the mind.
With an imaginative min! (/determining heart) [one attains] any
knowledge without doubt" SD V.101c-102b).
10. Many examples of the effect of thought are given in SD, chapter VIL
they are also elucidated in the Vijftdna Bhairava (KSTS No. 8., 1918)
and in Abhinavagupta'sTantrasdra,chapter IV (KSTS No. 17, 1918).
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"Thus the natural state of knowledge may be due to the pervasion of
the nature of Siva and moreover d'ue to the nature of kirowledge of

all" (sD v.7a-77b).
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2.2 Knowing the Essenceimplies Knowing All
2.2.1 ..AIPt
"To know all" means "to know the whole". Therefore the
conceptsof omnisciencevary in accordancewith the conceptsof
the whole. For those who accept the existenceof a plurality of
things, the whole may mean the sum total of the parts or
something nery and different from the sum total, though in some
way based on the parts. For example, the forest may be
understood to mean the sum total of the trees or something
more than that. This topic has been discussedin depth by the
Buddhists and the Naiydyikas.
Somdnanda'stheory of the whole differs from both of these
ideas. His approach is purely monistic. He holds that he whole
is nothing other than the one essence and basis of all the
manifold manifestations,the sole existentprinciple, i.e., Siva. In
order to illustrate the relation between the whole and the parts,
Sominanda presents the analogy of a person and the various
Darts of its bodv on the one hand and Siva and the world on
^the
other.l2 He points out that we recognize the same person
through any of its parts. For example, whether we take the hand
or the head or any other part, we unisonously say "this is X."
Whereas the parts of the body display diversity, the person, to
which they belong, is one and the same;it existsundivided from
its parts. Notwithstandingthat a person is more than all the
parts of its body together, here it is referred to as the whole
in the sense that there is nothing beyond it. Similarly, due to
the divine immanence, all manifestations of the world are
regarded as the parts, and the whole is described as Siva.
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"Nowhere does there exist a separation of the whole from its parts. It
indeed should be considered that Oneness, the absence of difference,
exists there, [i.e. in the parts], which are different ffrom each other].
(...) How [different] are hand, foot, and head! [And yet they give rise
to the notion of one person.] As the onenesspermeates different places
[in the case of a person's body], likewise Siva exists in the oneness in
the world of all things" (SD IV.6Od-61d,63c-64b).
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2.2.2 "Essencett
Siva is not only regardedas the whole of all manifestations,
but even more so as their very. essence.On account of His
omnipresenceHe residesas the true self, the real nature, in any
living being and any material object. Therefore the true nature
of anybody and anythingis one and the same. All entities being
basicallyof the same nature, it follows that the essenceof one
thing is also the essenceof all other things. Sominand" ,aystt3
"All things have the essenceof all, becausethe true nature of
everything [is shared by] all [things]. Here all partake in
evervthine. due to the likenessof the essenceof the manifold
*[Thus] a
things" 15n v.107b-108b).He gives an example:
iar
(SD
V.108cd).
a
nature
of
sharesmy nature and I sharethe
iar"
As all things share the same one essence,it follows that
through knowledge of the essenceof one thing, the essenceof
anything else is known, too. Thus it is necessaryto achieve
knowledgeof the essenceof one thing, e.g., one's self. This is
the key to knowing the essenceof any other obiect, or rather
to recognizing this same essence through another object.
Somdnaida says:to
"All things exist knowing their essence on account of
everything (/entirely, everywhere) : the jar knows
through my essenceand I know through the essenceof
t h e j i r;....."
1 S o v.tO5a- 107b) .
As all things are of the same essenceor nature or self, it
is declared that any entity that is self-awarecan gain knowledge
through the essenceof anything. This points to knowledge as
instances of self-experience,any object representing a further
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"As the nature of knowledge pertains
-entity to all (/everything)' all exist
whose essence is [the same in]
knowigg all indeed through in
all" (SD V.104b-d).
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manifestation of this same essence: the subiect looks at an
object, and the object stimulates the subject to a new instance
of self-experience.
Thus the omnipresenceof the divine power, including the
power of knowledge, is seen as resulting in the omniscienceof
all beings, which is explained as repeatedself-recognitionthrough
the essenceof anything encountered.
2.3 Siva experiencesSiva
On account of the divine immanence in all manifestations,
it has been declared that the essenceof all things, of all objects,
is Siva. Above all else, however, Siva is the lubject, the one
subject of all subjects, the supreme experiencer. Whereas the
bound soul (pafn) has the experience of duality caused by the
restriction of consciousness,with the expansionof consciousness
this duality is removed. Therefore it has been said that in the
supreme ionsciousness of Siva, all subjects and objects are
dissolvedinto oneness.From this point of view Siva experiences
Himself through His manifold manifestations again and again.
Sominanda says:tt
"Siva alone exists knowing through the manifold things
His essence in the form of manifested consciousness,
diversified into various parts, without end" (SD V109a-d).
3 Conclusion
Omniscience as the complete quantity of all instances of
knowledge gained by sensualperception and the other means of
acquiring knowledge Qtramapa)remains unattainable. This is not
questionedhere.'Somdnanda'sconcept of omnisciencepoints to
a different quality of knowledge, i.e., to the insights of the
higher levels of consciousness (turiyd and turydtita avasthd).
According to the non- dualistic 6aiva tradition, a yogin who has
realized the essential oneness of all appearances may gain
unlimited instancesof experienceof this essencethrough any of
its manifestations. Here it is not accumulationthat provides the
key to the ideal, but the rise of consciousnessfrom the mental
to the supramental level.
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